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ON THE ROAD PROVO, UTAH

Hi Everyone! We have had a lot of

We talked in Provo, UT at their

exciting news and updates to share public library, pictured below! The
with you all! Above is a photo from night was a success, and a local
our tour with 2 rangers from Rocky scientist from BYU joined Shahir for
Mountain National Park - more on a Q/A panel. Driving into Provo, the
that later on! First, some things we

city looked dark. We learned from

have learned thus far on the road:

locals that the darkness was smoke

- Life on the road is VERY busy

from the California wildfires. This

- Finding time to eat is hard

apparently occurs often in Provo,

- Folks across the nation are kind and negatively impacts the air
quality of the region.
- Cruise control is our friend!

Order Your Copy!

Beyond Debate took to Innesfree
Cafe in Boulder for a book reading.
Shahir was a bit nervous as this
was out of his comfort zone, but he
did a great job! The book

- American countryside is truly

addresses 50 common

gorgeous

misconceptions on climate

CLICK TO
DONATE!

change. If you've ordered a copy,
delivery is within 2 weeks. If you
haven't, Click here to order your
copy today!

BOULDER, CO

SPOTLIGHT

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NATIONAL PARK

Oh Boulder! What an amazing little
city. We enjoyed a few days that were

We had the great fortune to spend

filled with a speaking event, a book

the day with Chelsea and Christie,

reading, a national park tour, and

two very knowledgeable rangers

even taking to the streets! We spent a

who took us around the park to

few hours on Pearl street talking to

show us the climate impacts

people about our project and climate
change, and administering surveys to
willing participants.

A huge thank you to
Teri (Shahir's mom) for all
of her help and support,
and for joining us for 1
week on tour! Teri has
been the important third
member of our team!

occurring in the region.

We had an amazing event at the

The bark beetle damage is at

SHAMBHALA

Boulder Shambhala Center. Thank

"epidemic" levels in the park. Also,

you to the people who helped
organize! Lea and David, we couldn't
have done it without you! The event
was very special, as we were joined by
representatives from 5 local
I present to you our very first aerial

environmental organizations who

drone photo, of us with the parachute

shared about their work. There was

that Santiago High School created.

also a facilitated discussion, which

We're still perfecting our drone skills!

was super inspiring and community

not the only reason for tree death,
but in fact a blue fungus that the
beetle carries does much of the
damage. Chelsea and Christie told us
about the snow melting earlier in the
season, impacting different species
and habitats, as well as the animals

building. Everyone encouraged each
other and made climate pledges!

we learned how the beetle itself is

who rely on water. At the end of the
tour, we met with a group of rangers
to discuss climate change. It was an
awesome day. Soon we'll be sharing
interviews and footage from the day.
Check back with our blog for more!
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